Background: The prevalence of balance and gait deficits increases with age and is associated with the increased incidence of falls seen in the elderly population; these falls are associated with significant morbidity and mortality.
INTRODUCTION
Balance and gait are important considerations in the health of elderly subjects. It is estimated that 13% of adults self-report imbalance from ages 65 to 69 and this proportion increases to 46% in those aged 85 and older. 1 Similarly, it is estimated that the prevalence of gait disorders in community-residing elderly adults aged 70 and older is 35%. 2 Abnormal gait has been associated with a risk of institutionalization and death that is 2.2 times that seen in elderly adults without gait disorders. 2 Additionally, impairments of balance and gait have been implicated in increased risks of falls. 3 In adults aged 65 and older, the estimated annual prevalence of falls is 28%. 4 Falls are associated with significant morbidity and mortality in the elderly: they are the most common cause of accidental death and nonfatal accidental injury in those 65 and older, accounting for 55.8% of accidental deaths. 5 In this review, we aim to discuss current understanding of balance and gait changes in the elderly, defined here to mean those 60 years and older, characterize abnormal gait patterns seen in this population, assess how visual challenges affect gait in the elderly, and discuss interventions that may improve balance and gait in the elderly. To identify the relevant literature on gait and balance in adults, we searched the PubMed and Cochrane Library from 1980 to present using the following search terms: balance, posture, gait, locomotion, gait variability, gait disorders, gait disturbance, elderly, aging, falls, vision, visual, vestibular, and virtual reality. The references section of queried articles was surveyed to identify additional relevant studies. Published studies of subjects with diagnosed gait and/or balance disorders were excluded to focus on the normal consequences of aging. This review provides a basis for future research on gait and balance in the elderly and for the development of novel interventions that can improve gait and balance in the elderly.
BALANCE IN THE ELDERLY

How Is Balance Regulated?
Balance is necessary for an individual to maintain posture, respond to voluntary movements, and react to external perturbations. To maintain balance, an individual's center of mass must stay within the changing base of support. This "limit of stability" depends on an individual's biomechanics, the requirements of the task, and the type of surface the individual is standing on. Animal studies suggest that posture is controlled via supraspinal mechanisms. Specifically, the vestibular system and cerebellum are thought to play primary roles in postural control with the cerebellum important for modifying limb and trunk movements and balancing opposing muscle forces for a required task. Postural control depends on sensory inputs: somatosensory information from muscle and joint proprioceptors, cutaneous sensory information which identifies surface characteristics, vestibular information for head and trunk orientation in space, gravity information from graviceptors in the trunk, and visual input. Situational cues and prior experiences modify these inputs and contribute to balance control. 6 
Changes in Balance in the Aging Population
Aging is associated with declining balance. Specifically, as task complexity increases through attenuation of sensory feedback, balance impairments can be detected at younger ages. In comparison to young women, elderly women showed a significant increase in sway velocity by the sixth decade when subjects stood on firm ground in vertical configuration with eyes closed in bilateral stance. Overall, decline in postural stability was evident at earlier ages with increased challenges to subjects' balance, with continued decline in balance with each decade of life. Thus, decreased postural stability was seen with standing on one limb with the eyes open by the sixth decade of life, with standing on a foam surface by the fifth decade of life, and with standing on one limb with the eyes closed by the fourth decade of life. 7 Additionally, older subjects were found to have a sway velocity approximately 2.5 times that of younger subjects when standing on a firm surface with their eyes open and four times that of younger subjects with eyes closed; thus, this approximate doubling of sway velocity when switching from eyes open to eyes closed on a firm surface was interpreted as a reflection of the degenerating vestibulocochlear system in elderly adults. 8 Older adults may inappropriately activate antagonist muscles more frequently than younger adults while trying to maintain balance. Furthermore, in response to low amplitude perturbations, older adults tended to activate muscles in a proximal to distal sequence and may use a postural stability strategy that involves flexing or extending at the hip. However, younger adults tended not to evoke this strategy and responded to perturbations with a normal distal to proximal muscle activation sequence. 9 To maintain postural stability, older adults may also increase postural sway but not necessarily postural instability, representing a change from the small continuous alterations in movement seen in younger adults to larger adjustments. 10 
Weighting of Sensory Inputs for Balance
Many sensory systems contribute to balance, such as foot/ankle sensory input, visual input, and vestibular input. 11, 12 However, many of these systems decline with age. For example, older adults have significantly decreased foot position awareness in comparison with young adults, likely due to decrease plantar mechanoreceptive sensation. This decline is exacerbated by footwear, which impairs awareness of foot position through decreased tactile feedback. 13 Similarly, the elderly have decreased mechanoreceptive sensation in the toes and heels.
14 Vestibular function also declines with age, with significant decline seen after age 65. 15 Several studies have examined the role of different systems in maintaining balance in the elderly. Judge et al. 16 found that balance was impaired when visual or foot/ankle proprioceptive input was decreased in elderly adults. Balance was almost four times more impaired by reduced proprioception (swaying platform) than by reduced visual input. However, the relative risk of losing balance was increased 5.7 to 7.4 times when visual input was diminished in addition to proprioception. In addition to sensory input, decreased muscle strength also impairs balance in the elderly: for each Nm/kg increase in lower extremity muscle strength, the adjusted odds of losing balance decreased by 20%. 16 In contrast, Pyykko et al. 8 suggests a larger importance of visual than proprioceptive input for balance in the elderly, especially in the oldest of adults. They found a 52% decrease in postural stability for those aged 85 and older compared to a 22% decrease in stability in subjects younger than 60 when visual input was removed. In contrast, they found only a 16% decrease in postural stability for those 85 and older compared to a 49% decrease in stability for subjects younger than 60 when misleading proprioceptive input was received. 8 The differing importance of visual input found in these two studies may be associated with Pyykko et al.'s 8 use of sway velocity to assess sensory inputs to balance while Judge et al. 16 measured center of force displacements and loss of balance events to assess sensory inputs to balance. Similarly, the two studies altered proprioceptive input differently: Pyykko et al. 8 used calf muscle stimulation to alter proprioceptive input while Judge et al. 16 used platform movement to alter proprioceptive input. Additionally, postural sway, which was measured in Pyykko et al.'s study, may not always correlate with postural instability. 10 However, Hay 17 reiterates the importance of vision in maintaining balance in older adults, concluding that in comparison to young adults, postural stability in older adults is more affected by absence of vision while alteration of proprioceptive information affects older and younger adults similarly. Likewise, in a study of young, healthy older, and fall-prone older adults attempting to stand still in a virtual environment with visual oscillations in the anteroposterior (AP) direction, Jeka et al. 18 found that older adults tended to weight the visual stimulus higher than younger adults, and fall prone older adults tended to weight the visual stimulus higher than healthy older adults; these effects were more apparent at higher visual amplitude perturbations. Thus, it appears that age is the primary factor in differences of visual stimulus weighting during balance maintenance with visual amplitude as a modifying factor.
Together, these studies suggest that the sensory decline seen in many systems in older adults contributes to instability and older adults rely heavily on vision to maintain balance.
Slower Sensory Integration in the Elderly
Elderly adults also display reduced ability to adapt to new sensory information while maintaining balance. They have more difficulty than younger adults rapidly reintegrating new sensory information for balance control and show increased postural instability with receipt of new sensory information, unlike young adults. However, they do show the ability to partially adapt to reinsertion of visual or proprioceptive information while young adults show the ability to completely adapt to new sensory information. 17 Similarly, as subjects get older, they have reduced ability to adapt to diminished or inaccurate visual/proprioceptive input to maintain balance, suggesting an inability to increase the weighting of vestibular input or to minimize the weighting of inaccurate visual input. 16 In contrast, rather than differences in the acute response to changes in visual information, Jeka et al. 18 found that older adults displayed a trend towards slower reweighting of visual information over longer time periods during exposure to a high amplitude visual stimulus, suggesting a role for vision in ongoing postural stability rather than acute perturbations. 18 However, the lack of difference found in short time periods could also be due to limitations in the temporal resolution of their data.
GAIT DISTURBANCE
How Is Gait Controlled?
In bipedal primates, gait is controlled by the spinal cord, brainstem, cerebellum, and forebrain. 6 The gait pathway involves projections from the pre-motor and motor areas of the frontal cortex to the basal ganglia, from there to locomotor control centers in the brainstem and cerebellum, and finally to the spinal pattern generators. 19 Neural control of gait is typically divided into separate processes: activation and guidance, regulation and execution. Cortical circuits are involved in the activation and visual guidance involved in navigation. Reciprocal circuits between the cortex-basal ganglia and cortexcerebellum are involved in regulation of gait, which includes postural tone, balance and coordination of limb movement. 20 Many disturbances of gait arise from the forebrain, which is important for providing the goal and purpose for walking. This includes the basal ganglia, frontal subcortex, and motor cortex. 6 The rhythmic pattern of human gait is controlled by "central pattern generators" which are coordinated groups of interneurons in the spinal cord that allow alternate activation of agonist and antagonist muscles for proper gait. However, afferent somatosensory pathways and locomotor regions in the brain are also involved with the gait cycle, with locomotor regions important for initiating and modulating gait. 19 Drew, Prentice, and Schepens 21 suggest that the spinal cord integrates inputs from peripheral afferents and supraspinal structures, which is divided between fine control and postural support mechanisms. They conclude that signals descending from supraspinal structures are integrated with signals that generate basic locomotor rhythm as well as peripheral inputs within the spinal cord. 21 Posture and movement may be integrated through the presence of descending commands for movement being relayed to brainstem areas involved in postural control, providing an avenue for adjustments of the magnitude and timing of postural changes during movement. 21 Table I summarizes terminology use to describe different gait parameters and Figure 1 illustrates a few key gait parameters.
Patterns of Gait Disturbance
Common patterns of gait disturbance include cautious, stiff-legged, freezing, frontal, dystonic, cerebellar, sensory ataxic, psychogenic, antalgic, paretic, hypokinetic, and dyskinetic. 6, 19 Cautious gait is characterized by shortened stride, widened base, and shortened swing phase but with preserved rhythmic stepping. Spastic/-stiff-legged gait is seen in patients with history of stroke, demyelinating disease, spinal disease, and cerebral palsy and is characterized by leg circumduction, stiffness, and leg scissoring. 6, 19 Freezing gait is most associated with Parkinson's disease and is characterized by arrested movement particularly during gait initiation or changes in gait direction. Frontal gait is characterized by impaired stepping and disequilibrium and is most often seen with cerebrovascular disease, particularly of the Step width Lateral distance between the heels for consecutive heel strikes of the two feet Stride width Perpendicular distance from the heel of one foot to the line connecting two consecutive heel strikes of the contralateral foot
Step length Distance between the heels in the anteroposterior direction for consecutive heel strikes of opposite feet
Stride length Distance between the heels in the anteroposterior direction for consecutive heel strikes of the same foot
Stride time Time between consecutive heel strikes of the same foot Cadence Number of steps taking per unit time
Gait variability
Step-to-step deviations/variations in gait parameters basal ganglia and periventricular white matter. Dystonic gait is multi-factorial and has multiple presentations, but the most common focal disorder involves inversion at the ankles sometimes with concurrent extension of the hallux. Cerebellar gait is characterized by a slow, halting gait, widened base of support, and irregular steps of a lurching quality due to truncal instability; it worsens with the eyes closed. 6, 19 Sensory ataxic gait is characterized by visual dependence, proprioceptive deficits from peripheral neuropathies, and a high-stepping, broadbased gait with diminished swing phase; it worsens with other sensory system deficits. 6, 19 Psychogenic gait, such as gait associated with a fear of falling, is associated with extremely slow gait speed, wastage of muscular effort for postural maintenance, and rapid fluctuations in a short time frame. 6 Antalgic gait involves a shortened standing phase on the affected leg and is associated with pain and limited passive range of movement. Paretic gait is characterized by asymmetry with a steppage gait and Trendelenburg sign. Hypokinetic gait is characterized by small step length, slow gait speed, shuffling, decreased arm swing, and worsening with cognitive tasks. Finally, dyskinetic gait is characterized by involuntary movements. 19 Table II summarizes these findings.
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GAIT DISTURBANCE IN THE ELDERLY
Patterns of Gait Disturbance in the Elderly
Some patterns of gait disturbance arise particularly in old age, including gait related to sensory deficits (polyneuropathy, bilateral vestibulopathy, visual impairment), neurodegenerative disease (Parkinsonism, cerebellar ataxia, dementing syndromes), vascular encephalopathy, normal pressure hydrocephalus (NPH), and anxious gait. Polyneuropathic gait is unsteady, worsened with eye closure, and characterized by loss of ankle-jerk reflexes. Bilateral vestibulopathy is characterized by unsteady gait in the dark or on uneven surfaces and oscillopsia. Visually impaired gait is unsteady, particularly on uneven ground. Parkinsonism is characterized by hypokinetic gait and decreased capacity for dual-tasking. Cerebellar gait is ataxic with limb ataxia. Dementing syndromes are characterized by slow gait, increased falls risk, impaired spatial orientation, and decreased dual-tasking ability. Vascular gait is characterized by a "frontal gait" pattern, which involves small steps, broad-based gait, and normal arm swing. 19 Older individuals with frontal gait disorders walked slower, had shorter stride length, lower cadence, wider support base, and spent longer in double support stance compared to healthy individuals. 22 NPH is characterized by apraxic gait. Finally, anxious gait, sometimes classified under psychogenic gait, is characterized by broad-based gait, improvement with distraction, and normal dual-tasking ability. 19 Additionally, older individuals often adopt a "cautious" gait pattern characterized by slower walking speed, reduced step length and increased variability in step timing. This gait adaptation is more apparent on irregular than level surfaces and may be a mechanism to increase head and pelvis stability in older adults. 23 Table III summarizes these findings. 19, 23 Importantly, although some changes in gait seen in the elderly can be partially attributed to the reduced walking speed seen in older adults, reduced peak hip extension, increased anterior pelvic tilt and both reduced peak ankle plantarflexion and power generation during gait are present in the elderly regardless of walking speed. Thus, hip flexure contractures and ankle plantar flexor concentric weakness may affect gait in elderly individuals. 24 
Changes in Spatiotemporal Gait Parameters in Elderly Adults
Stability is an important marker of gait in the elderly with local dynamic stability being a valid predictor of falls risk. 25 In a study of treadmill walking, Terrier and Reynard 26 found that gait instability starts to increase in the fourth to fifth decades of life: mediolateral (ML) dynamic stability is decreased in older individuals while anteroposterior and vertical gait stability appeared to be similar across ages. 26 However, treadmill walking imposes a temporal constraint on gait and could mask age-related differences in gait instability that may be apparent during overground walking. In a study of overground walking in subjects 50 years and older, Verlinden et al. 27 found that increasing age is associated with worse gait. Here, worse gait is defined as increased gait variability, shorter stride/step length, slower walking speed, increased percentage of the gait cycle spent in double support and stance, decreased stride width with increased stride width variability, and less accurate tandem walking. The earliest decline and strongest associations with worse gait are seen with gait variability, followed by tandem walking and phases of the gait cycle. 27 In assessing falls risk, Figueiro et al. 28 found that adults at high risk of falling demonstrate a significantly slower gait speeed than adults at low risk of falling as a result of shorter step length, since step length and cadence are determinants of gait speed. Additionally, Hausdorff et al. 29 conducted a prospective cohort study on older subjects whose gait was assessed during overground walking and who were subsequently followed-up a year later to collect data on the occurrence of any falls. They found that variability of stride time and swing time as well as inconsistency of stride time variance, which measures how variability changes with time, were significantly higher in those who subsequently fell compared to those who did not fall. Thus, a one standard deviation increase in stride time variability or swing time variability increased the likelihood of future falls by 5.3-and 2.2-fold, respectively. They also found that subjects with increased gait variability were more likely to fall sooner than those with less gait variability. In contrast with the findings of Figueiro et al., there was no significant difference in gait speed between those who suffered a fall and those who did not. 29 However, this study was a prospective study examining future falls rather than falls risk at the time of the study as in the experiment conducted by Figueiro et al. Regardless, this study provides further evidence for the association between increased gait variability and falls. Together, these studies suggest that older adults who have slower gait speed and increased gait variability may be at increased risk of falls. Fear of falling in elderly adults can also affect gait characteristics. Stride time variability and trunk variability in the AP, ML, and vertical directions were significantly worse in the group with a fear of falling compared to the group without a fear of falling. 30 
GENERAL EFFECTS OF VISUAL MANIPULATIONS ON GAIT AND BALANCE
Visual Perturbations
Important information about balance can be gathered by analyzing how adults react to visual perturbations. Bugnariu and Fung 31 found that tilting of the virtual environment viewed by subjects through a head mounted display did not result in significant postural sway in young or old adults, but older adults did display larger center of mass excursions compared to younger adults. Similarly, Sundermier et al. 32 found that when exposed to visual surround moving in the AP direction, young and old subjects displayed increased displacement of their center of pressure (CoP), ranging from minimal to large displacements, but healthy older adults and young adults did not have significantly different CoP displacements; in contrast, older adults with balance problems did have larger CoP displacements in comparison to young adults. However, both young and old adults showed an attenuated response to repeated AP visual movement and oscillation, suggesting adaptation. Interestingly, healthy older adults and younger adults did not differ significantly in terms of shear force created when exposed to AP perturbations but the older adults with balance problems did generate significantly higher shear force than young adults when exposed to AP perturbations, suggesting that older adults with balance problems rely more on hip movements to maintain posture when there is movement of the visual environment. 32 The magnitude of perturbations can also have an impact on balance: both young and old adults have decreased sway velocity in lower amplitude than higher amplitude optic flow. Similar to the findings in Sundermier et al.'s study of adaptation to repeated visual perturbations, sway velocity was found to decrease with repeated exposure to anterior-posterior movement of an image viewed by subjects in the virtual environment while standing on a platform. 33 Thus, when exposed to visual perturbations, center of pressure displacements may not differ greatly between old and young adults; however, changes in center of pressure may not fully account for balance differences between older and younger adults. Insight into the general effects of visual perturbations on gait can be ascertained from studies done in healthy young adults as well. However, it is important to understand how gait can change going from the real to virtual environments. Hollman et al. 34 studied changes in spatiotemporal gait parameters in healthy young subjects while they walked at three different speeds on an instrumented treadmill in the virtual environment. Figure 2 illustrates an example of an instrumented treadmill. They found that subjects walked with shorter stride length, increased step width and increased variability of stride velocity and step width in the virtual environment compared to the non-virtual environment. Thus, they conclude that walking in the virtual environment can, by itself, reduce gait stability in healthy subjects. 34 Nonetheless, valuable information about gait can be learned from experiments in the virtual environment. McAndrew et al. 35 studied the gait of young adults walking on a treadmill in a Computer Assisted Rehabilitation Environment (CAREN) while exposed to continuous, pseudorandom oscillations of the standing surface or visual field. They found that subjects' instability worsened more during mediolateral than anteroposterior visual perturbations and that instability was direction specific with subjects experiencing increased instability in the AP direction when AP perturbations but not ML perturbations were applied and increased instability in the ML direction when ML perturbations but not AP perturbations were applied. 35 In a similar study using young healthy subjects in the CAREN, McAndrew et al. 36 found that subjects had significantly shorter step length and wider step width in both the AP and ML visual perturbation conditions relative to the unperturbed state, but subjects had significantly shorter step length and larger step width during ML than AP perturbations. Interestingly, stride time was significantly shorter during ML perturbations compared to the no perturbation condition, but this pattern was not seen with AP perturbations. Looking at variability data, subjects had significantly greater step length and step width variability for perturbations relative to no perturbations and greater step width variability for ML perturbations than AP perturbations. Stride length variability was significantly greater during ML visual perturbations than AP visual perturbations. Stride time variability was significantly greater during ML visual perturbations than in the no perturbation condition. Thus, the increased variability present in the ML direction suggests that subjects must exert increased control in the ML direction to maintain balance while walking. 36 In line with these findings of increased instability with ML perturbations, O'Connor et al. 37 found that when healthy young male adults walked on an instrumented treadmill while viewing a virtual hallway with continuous visual perturbations in the ML and AP direction, step variability was most affected by ML rotational disturbances and was associated with increased energy expenditure. They also found that ML translational perturbations were associated with an increased mean step width, net metabolic rate, and step width variability; in contrast to McAndrew et al.'s 36 study in the CAREN system, no significant difference in step length or step length variability was found. 37 In all, these studies suggest that human gait is most sensitive to perturbations in the mediolateral direction as evidenced through increased gait variability and instability.
Removal of Visual Input
Inferences about the effects of visual changes on gait can also be assessed from the complete removal of visual input. Wuehr et al. 38 studied healthy young subjects walking with both eyes open and eyes closed at five different walking speeds and found that removal of visual input was associated with a significantly slower maximum walking speed than when visual input was present. Additionally, variability of stride time, stride length, and base width recorded on a treadmill were significantly increased without visual input for all walking speeds; base width is defined as the vertical distance from the heel center of one foot to the line of progression formed by two consecutive footprints of the opposite foot. Interestingly, variability in stride time and stride length was significantly higher for slower walking speeds than faster speeds with eyes closed. Thus, it appears that visual information is important for ML gait stabilization (ie, base width) at all speeds, while visual input contributes more to AP gait stabilization (ie, stride length, stride time) at slower speeds than faster speeds. 38 Bauby and Kuo 39 studied gait in healthy young adults during overground walking with eyes open and closed and found that compared to the eyes open condition, step length decreased by 5.1% while step width increased by 11%. Additionally, the difference between lateral variability and AP variability increased from 79% with visual input to 126% with visual input removed: lateral variability increased by 53% with eyes closed while AP variability increased by only 21% with eyes closed. In all, this suggests that visual-vestibular feedback is required for lateral stability but is less important for AP stability. 39 Similarly, in a study on the effect of removal of visual input on treadmill walking, Saucedo and Yang 40 found that for both young and old adults, step length was shorter, stance phase duration was shorter and cadence was increased in the eyes closed compared to eyes open condition. Additionally, they also found that there was a significant increase in step length variability, step width variability and stance phase duration variability for both young and old adults in the eyes closed compared to eyes open condition. 40 Partial removal of visual input also provides insight on gait. Specifically, Marigold and Patla 41 studied healthy young and old subjects who walked across solid ground and multi-surface terrain either with normal vision or with their lower visual field blocked. Both young and old adults walked significantly slower when the lower visual field was blocked, but only when walking across a multi-terrain surface and not normal solid ground. Mean step length was also smaller when the lower visual field was occluded compared to when vision was normal for both young and old adults. Thus they concluded that the lower visual field plays a role in both young and old adults in walking across a multiterrain surface. 41 Thus in general, like with visual perturbations, removal of visual input is associated with increased gait variability, especially in the ML direction, shortened step/stride length, and wider gait. To summarize, these studies suggest that visual feedback may be used to establish homeostatic mean and tolerance values for spatiotemporal gait parameters. Thus, without visual feedback, mean values are able to vary more from trial to trial and tolerance width may increase, resulting in overall increased gait variability.
EFFECTS OF VISUAL MANIPULATIONS ON GAIT AND BALANCE IN HEALTHY OLDER ADULTS
Visual Perturbations
In addition to the general effects of visual perturbation on gait in the studies discussed above, older adults display some unique characteristics when exposed to visual perturbations. Like in young adults, changes in gait occur in elderly individuals when switching from a real to virtual environment. Such changes are important to understand before evaluating the effects of virtual environment perturbations on spatiotemporal gait parameters. Parijat et al. 42 studied healthy older adults walking on a treadmill in the virtual environment (VE). They found a significant decrease in stride length and increase in stride duration in the VE compared to the real environment but noticed normalization after 15 to 20 minutes in the VE.
Step width increased in the VE and continued to be significantly different after 15 to 20 minutes of walking. They also found a significant increase of 65% in step length variability after 5 minutes of walking in the VE, which decreased and showed no difference after 25 minutes in the VE. Similar patterns were found in variability of stride velocity (84% increase after 5 minutes in the VE), stride duration (58% increase after 5 minutes in the VE) and step width (21% increase after 5 minutes in the VE); however, step width variability was the only one to show a significant difference after 25 minutes in the VE. 42 With regard to virtual reality perturbations, older adults sway more than younger adults in response to AP optic flow and take longer to decrease sway velocity with repeated optic flow exposure than young adults. Unsurprisingly, when optic flow velocity is suddenly increased in amplitude, older adults have a significant increase in sway velocity after the transition but young adults do not. 33 In terms of gait, Berard et al. 43 studied young and old subjects who were instructed to walk straight in the physical world while watching a VE displayed by a head-mounted display under three conditions: no visual perturbation, visual perturbation consisting of a 40 degree left or right rotation about a vertical axis, and no visual input (blackness). They found that older adults had a significantly higher mediolateral deviation of their center of mass than younger adults in the visual perturbation conditions but this difference was not seen in the no visual perturbation or blank conditions. Thus, they concluded that elderly individuals have difficultly downweighting erroneous visual information and depend more on visual cues. 43 In a similar experiment, Berard et al. 44 studied subjects who were instructed to walk straight in the virtual world while watching a virtual environment displayed by a headmounted display under three conditions: a left or right focus of expansion (FOE) shift of the virtual scene 40 degrees, 20 degrees, or 0 degrees. For the trials where the FOE was shifted, a mediolateral deviation of the center of mass in the physical environment that is equal in magnitude and opposite in direction to the shift in FOE would result in a straight walking path in the virtual environment. However, although young adults were able to adjust their center of mass, older adults did not alter their center of mass in the physical room regardless of changes in the FOE. Thus, they concluded that older adults may have more difficulty recalibrating their visuomotor systems in a timely fashion to adapt to changing visual cues. 44 In an experiment with treadmill walking, Francis et al. 45 studied healthy old and young subjects walking on a treadmill while watching a speed-matched virtual hallway; kinematics data was recorded with a motion capture system and reflective markers. They found that ML visual perturbations significantly increased gait variability (+152% step width variability and + 131% step length variability) in older adults but not younger adults compared to the normal condition, suggesting that older adults depend more on visual feedback for whole-body positioning. Older adults also walked with 5% shorter step length in the ML visual perturbation condition, a significant change compared to the no visual perturbations condition. 45 Figure 3 illustrates an example of a motion capture system using anatomically placed markers. Similarly, Franz et al. 46 studied old and young subjects who were instructed to walk on a treadmill at their preferred speed while viewing a speed-matched virtual reality hallway in the presence and absence of continuous ML visual perturbations. They found that ML visual perturbations were associated with a significantly larger change in ML center of mass in old adults compared to young adults. Similarly, ML visual perturbations affected control of lateral step placement more significantly in old adults than young adults. Thus they concluded that elderly adults rely more on visual feedback to control balance when walking in comparison to young adults due to degradation in somatosensory signaling. 46 Lastly, Nyberg 47 conducted a study on young and old adults while they walked over normal ground both with and without a virtual environment displayed in a head-mounted display. They found that although walking in virtual reality decreased walking speed in both young and old subjects, exposure to virtual tilt and virtual snowfall had a larger impact on old adults, decreasing walking speed in all of the old subjects by 114% to 162%, but in only one of the young subjects. However, a second exposure to virtual tilt and snowfall was associated with a faster walking speed than during the first exposure to these events, suggesting adaptation to the virtual environment. 47 Thus, it appears that visual perturbations increase gait variability and center of mass movement more in old adults compared with young adults, perhaps due to older adults' increased reliance on visual input.
Removal of Visual Input
In addition to analyzing the effects of virtual perturbations, insight can be gained from analyzing how removal of visual input affects gait in older adults. Cromwell et al. 48 studied community-dwelling older adults as they walked under conditions with either both eyes open or eyes closed. They found a significant decrease in walking speed in the eyes closed compared to eyes open condition; however, there was not a significant difference in cadence between the eyes closed and eyes open condition. Thus, they concluded that removal of visual input caused older adults to adapt by walking more slowly; walking slowly without a significant change in cadence suggests a shorter step length and increased time spent in the support phase of the walking cycle, which is a more stable state. 48 Similarly, Saucedo and Yang 40 studied older and younger adults as they walked on a treadmill under both eyes open and eyes closed conditions. Although step width was significantly increased in the eyes closed compared to eyes open condition for older adults, step width was not significantly different in the eyes closed compared to eyes open condition for young adults; however, there was not a significant difference in step width between older and younger adults in either condition. Importantly, there were no significant age by condition interactions for step length, step width, stance phase time, cadence, or variability of step length, step width, or stance phase. 40 Thus, they conclude that both older and younger adults undergo similar gait adaptations in the face of visual deprivation. However, this must be interpreted with caution as only 43% of subjects completed the trials so a selection bias towards healthier older subjects is possible. Anderson 49 studied young (18) (19) (20) (21) (22) (23) (24) (25) (26) (27) (28) (29) (30) (31) (32) (33) , young elderly (60-69), and older elderly (70+) adults who walked along a walkway under two conditions: with a full visual field and with the lower visual field blocked from view. They found that the two elderly groups had a significant increase in walking speed in the restricted visual field condition compared to the full visual field condition but the young group's velocity did not change significantly; the two older groups did not differ significantly from each other. Similarly, step length increased in the two older groups in the restricted visual field but was not significantly different in young adults; the two older groups did not differ significantly from each other. Further, step frequency increased significantly in the oldest group in the restricted visual field compared to the full visual field but not in the young elderly or young group. In all groups, the relationship between stride length and frequency (the preferred walking pattern) did not change significantly in the reduced visual field condition. Thus, the increased velocity seen in older subjects suggests that removal of the lower part of the visual field affects subjects' perceived self-motion and older adults may be more dependent on vision for regulating walking speed. 49 This is somewhat in contrast to the finding in Marigold and Patla's study, 41 which found that walking speed on normal ground did not change significantly for older adults when the lower visual field was blocked. In a study assessing multiple manipulations to visual input, Helbostad et al. 50 studied older adults as they walked along an electronic gait mat under multiple conditions: full light, dim light, and dim light combined with reduced depth perception, double horizontal vision, blurred vision, or tunnel vision. Figure 4 illustrates an example of an electronic gait mat. They found that dim light alone did not have a significant effect on spatiotemporal gait parameters. However, they found a significant increase in cadence, decrease in step length and increase in step length variability in conditions of reduced depth perception, double horizontal vision, blurred vision, and tunnel vision in dim light compared to full light, with double and tunnel vision having the largest effects. In contrast, there was not a significant effect of altered visual conditions on step width or step width variability. 50 Thus, the effect of removal of visual input on spatiotemporal gait parameters in elderly subjects requires further study.
Lighting Changes
In addition to direct manipulation of visual input, the light in the environment reaching the eye affects gait. Moe-Nilssen et al. 51 studied community-dwelling older women who walked along an uneven mat under conditions of normal lighting (>750 lux at floor level) and dimmed lighting (<0.75 lux at floor level). They found that in dim lighting, the walking speed at 3 seconds was 85% of that in normal lighting. They also found that cadence at 3 seconds was 9% higher in the dimmed condition compared to that in the normal lighting condition. However, these differences were not significant after 90 seconds. Thus, they concluded that sudden transition from normal to dim lighting might pose a challenge to balance in elderly women during walking, leading to adoption of a protective gait pattern. 51 Similarly, Figueiro et al. 28 studied older adults who walked along an instrumented walkway under different lighting conditions. They found that step length was significantly longer under ambient light than with night-lights alone. When examining standard deviations of step length, they found that subjects had a significantly greater standard deviation under night-lights alone than under ambient light. Finally, subjects walked significantly faster under ambient light than under night-lights. Thus, they conclude that lighting has a significant impact on gait parameters in healthy older adults. 28 These two studies are in contrast to Helbostad et al.'s 50 finding that dim lighting alone does not have a significant effect on gait parameters; however, the dim condition in Helbostad et al.'s study was not as dim as in these two studies. In all, these studies on lighting changes in the elderly suggest that decreased lighting is associated with slower gait and more variable gait, which are risk factors for falls.
THERAPY
Given the importance of gait and balance in normal function, especially in elderly adults, many have studied ways to improve these areas through intervention. Therapies proposed have historically included exercise but new treatment modalities have become available and show promise. Walking as an exercise has been suggested as a way to relieve hip flexure contractures that impair gait in the elderly in order to improve walking. 24 Newer training modalities involving virtual reality have also shown promise in improving balance in older adults. Duque et al. 52 studied elderly community-dwelling participants who had suffered from at least one fall in the 6 months prior to assessment and displayed poor balance; they found that subjects who were placed in a virtualreality training-system (Balance Rehabilitation Unit [BRU]) group, consisting of 6 weeks of visual-vestibular stimulation and postural training, showed significant improvement of balance parameters after 6 weeks and at 9 months maintained significantly better balance across many parameters compared to the control group, who only received standard recommendations for falls prevention. Similarly, BRU-trained subjects had a significantly lower incidence of falls than the control group. 52 Additionally, given the role of sensory decline in balance impairment of elderly subjects, Bugnariu and Fung 31 suggested using training involving sensory conflicts to improve balance in the elderly. They found that repeated exposure to sensory conflicts in the elderly was associated with a decrease in the number of steps taken when exposed to perturbations and increased ability to maintain tandem stance. 31 Park et al. 53 assessed the impact of virtual reality training using a Wii system (Wii Fit soccer, snowboarding, and Table Tilt) and compared this to a ball exercise group over an 8-week period. They found that average sway speed, sway length and Timed Up and Go (TUG) test time decreased for both interventions, suggesting improved balance. However, the virtual reality exercise resulted in a larger reduction in sway length than the ball exercise. 53 Virtual reality can also be used to introduce virtual slips as a means of balance training. Parijat et al. 54 studied older adults, half of whom were placed in a control group and half in a virtual realitytraining group. The group in the virtual reality training arm underwent a slip trial on a real slippery walking surface, followed by treadmill training in the virtual environment with inclusion of a virtual slip (induced by tilting of the virtual environment) at random intervals; they then concluded with a second slip trial on the slippery surface. The control group underwent a similar process except instead of treadmill training in the virtual environment they underwent normal walking in the real environment. The virtual reality group had a decrease in falls from the first unexpected slip during the first trial to the unexpected slip post training of 50% to 0% while the control group had a decrease in fall frequency from 50% to 25%. 54 Dual-task training has also been suggested as a way to improve gait in the elderly. Eggenberger et al. 55 studied older adults, all with a Mini Mental Status Exam Score of at least 22, who underwent three different 6-month long training interventions in parallel and were followed up 1-year post-intervention. The three programs were a virtual reality dance game training, treadmill memory training using word sequence recall, or basic treadmill walking; strength and balance exercises were given to each group. Gait was analyzed pre-intervention, at 3-month and 6-month during the intervention, and at 1-year follow up. They found significant improvements in all three interventions from pretest to 6 months in velocity, step length, step length variability, step time, and step time variability. They also found a significant reduction in step time at subjects' fast walking speed over time in those in the dance group but stable step time in the treadmill memory training group. In contrast, there was a trend towards decreasing step length variability at preferred walking speed while completing a dual-task (combined cognitive and walking) in those who did treadmill memory training, but step length variability was stable in the dance group. Furthermore, the cost of dual-task walking on step time variability during fast walking, which is a measure of the decreased walking performance that occurs during completion of a dual-task compared to a single-task, was stable in the treadmill memorytraining group and dance group but increased in the normal treadmill walking group. Overall, performance was stable in many of the gait variables at follow up but some gait variables worsened. All interventions were associated with a significant decline in fall frequency at 6 months after training with a trend toward increasing falls at later time periods. 55 Thus, combined cognitive and physical training, as seen in the dance game and the treadmill memory training, may have benefits over physical training alone.
Finally, in addition to virtual reality training and exercise, studies have been done on devices that can improve balance in the elderly. Lipsitz et al. 56 conducted a randomized single-blind crossover study on elderly adults who had vibratory insoles place in their shoes set at 0%, 70%, or 85% of their baseline sensory threshold. Compared to no vibratory stimulation, 70% and 85% vibratory stimulation was associated with a significant decrease in elliptical area of postural sway and ML sway when subjects stood on a force plate. However, AP average sway and sway speed were not affected. Additionally, compared to no vibratory stimulation, 70% and 85% vibratory stimulation showed significantly reduced Timed Up and Go (TUG) time, a test of mobility and balance, and decreased variability in stride time and double support time. However, 27 subjects failed vibration screening and were thus excluded from the trial; these subjects tended to be older. 56 Thus, although vibratory insoles show promise, their utility may be limited to a subset of the elderly population.
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS
In conclusion, balance and gait disturbances are a common occurrence with increasing age and have significant impacts on the well-being of older adults. Decline of sensory systems in elderly adults has been implicated in the reduced ability of older adults to adapt to changes in their environment and maintain balance; the visual system is particularly important in maintaining postural stability. There are distinct changes in gait associated with aging, such as slower gait and increased gait variability. Exposure to visual perturbations and manipulations emphasizes these changes in gait. Increased gait variability, specifically with mediolateral perturbations, poses a particular challenge for elderly adults, as it has been linked to falls. Thus, treatment to improve balance and gait in the elderly is imperative, with virtual reality training holding particular promise due to the wide range of training available and positive effects seen in early studies.
Future research should focus on better delineating the effects of virtual reality versus virtual reality perturbations on spatiotemporal gait parameters, as there is evidence that walking in virtual reality itself increases gait instability, especially during initial walking. Similarly, given that most studies in the elderly on walking in virtual reality with visual perturbations have been done on a treadmill rather than overground walking, future research should focus on the effect of visual perturbations on spatiotemporal gait parameters during overground walking, as this may better reflect the real-life walking environment faced by the elderly. Similarly, future studies should assess changes in gait parameters over longer time periods to better characterize gait changes in the elderly and understand gait adaptations to visual perturbations; these may differ from the shorter term changes in gait reported in many of these studies. Future research should also compare how elderly people with and without balance problems are affected by visual perturbations as this review focused on healthy adults without diagnosed balance/gait impairments; such information can provide additional insight into the gait parameters most important for postural stability while walking. Similarly, the effect of visual perturbations on spatiotemporal gait parameters in those with cognitive impairment should be explored, as this review focused on healthy adults without cognitive impairments; this aspect of gait in the elderly is important as a significant proportion of elderly adults suffer from mild to severe cognitive impairment. Lastly, given the association between falls and gait/balance, future research should focus on determining what specific aspects of training improve balance in order to better tailor intervention for older adults; for example, using functional MRI to assess any changes in brain connectivity associated with balance and gait training may give insight into the neural impacts of such training and provide direction for future therapy.
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